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ABSTRACT

Because of theirunusual solvating and mass transferproperties, supercriticalfluids show
potential for a variety of coal processing applications. We have established a database of coal
model compound equilibria; to add to this database, we have developed and are testing
techniques of measuring cosolvent effects on solubility rapidly. In addition, we have used
fluorescence spectroscopy to study the nature of eosolvent effects on a molecular level. The
solubility and spectroscopic measurements are being used in the development of an equation
of state that includes both physical and chemical interactions; we are currently testing the
equation. The equation of state will be used to predict solubility behavior so systems can be
designed for the processing of coal with supercritical fluids.



OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this research is to develop an equation of state that can be used
to predict solubilities and tailor supercritical fluid solvents for the extraction and processing

• of coal.To meet thisobjectivewe haveimplementeda two-sidedapproach.First,we
expandedthedatabaseofmodelcoalcompoundsolubilitiesinhighertemperaturefluids,polar
tluids,"andfluidmixturessystems.Second,theuniquesolute/solute,solute/cosolventand

' solute/solvem intermolecular interactions in supercriticalfluid solutions were investigated using
spectroscopic techniques. These results increased our understanding of the molecular
phenomena that affect solubility in supercritical fluids and were significant in the development
of an equation of state (EOS) that accurately reflects the true molecular makeup of the solution.

Supercritical fluids (SCI_ show potential for coal processing because they possess some
unique properties. A SCF is quite dense, which gives a large capacity for solutes; it has high
diffusivity and low viscosity, which makes it an ideal medium for efficient mass transfer;,and
the fluid is highly compressible, which yields large solubility changes with small changes in
temperature and pressure. This suggests extraordinary selectivity possibilities.

Many of the SCF investigations to date have been with relatively mild, low-temperature
fluids like carbon dioxide. However, any process for coal conversion will require more
aggressive, higher temperature and more polar SCF solvents like ammonia, methanol, and
butane. In addition, we have found that the addition of a small percentage of a different
component that specifically interacts with the solute (a "cosolvent") can dramatically increase
the solubility of heavy organic solutes. Therefore, we have measured the solubilities of model
coal compounds in these novel fluids and fluid mixtures. In addition to a high-temperature
apparatus capable of measuring solubilities in SCF solutions with higher critical points, we
have also used two novel techniques _o measure rapidly solubilities in pure SCF's and
cosolvent mixtures.

Finally, in order to develop an equation of state that can be used to predict as well as
correlate solubility data, nn understanding of the actual intermolecular interactions is required.
To probe those interactions we have developed a high pressure fluorescence spectroscopy
apparatus. From the spectra, information can be derived about the strength of both
solute/solvent and solute/solute forces and how they change with proximity to the critical point.
Both solubility and spectroscopic data are vital to the development of an equation of state
model that accounts for both the physical and chemical forces in SCF solutions.

i
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PHASE BEHAVIOR

We have compiled an extensive database of coal model compound solubilities. The
dearthofinformationonthesolubilitiesofthesecompoundsinhighertemperaturesupercritical
fluidsandincosolventsolutionslimitstheapplicationofSCF solutionstocoalprocessing.
Inaddition,furtherequilibriadatawerenecessarytothedevelopmentofanaccurateequation
ofstatewhichcouldbeusedtotailorSCF solutionstospecificcoalprocesses.

l-lijzhTemper.amreSolubility Studies

In general, CO2 has been the primary solvent used in SCF solubility studies. Although
it is inexpensive, non-toxic, and has a low critical temperature, it is not the optimum solvent
in many cases due to its low polarizability. Solubilities in SCF's with higher critical
temperatures are enhanced by the higher solute vapor pressure as well as a generally increased
solvent polarizability compared to CO2. Applications of SCF technology to coal processing
may require, these stronger solvents and higher temperatures. Solubilities determined in SCF's
at higher temperatures are als¿_important to the development of an.equation of state that
accurately represents SCF solutions.

The solubilities of 5,6 dimethylbenzimidazole, anthraquinone, and 9,10 phenanthrene-
quinone were measured in SCF butane at 155°C to 185°C at pressures between 42 and 77 bar.
The critical point of butane is 152.1°C and 37.9 bar. These data are shown in Figures 1, 2,
and 3 and exhibit the characteristic "crossover region", below which the solubility decreases
with increasing temperatures.

Ultraviolet Absorption Spectroscopy for Measurinz Solubility

A modified double-beam high-pressure UV _bsorption apparatuswas used to determine
solubilities in SCF fluid solutions (Figure 4). This novel technique is applicable to solids with
solubilities in the range of commercial absorptions spectrometers, or mole fractions between
10-6 and 10-2. Many of the solids of interest are aromatic in nature and possess relatively
strong UV-vis absorption characteristics. Beer's law, which is applicable for low
concentrations, states that the absorption of light is proportional to the concentration of the
sample. By using a double beam experiment, the complication of correcting the spectra for
variations in solvent refractive index, which changes dramatically through the critical region,
was avoided. Through a calibration curve of absorbance vs. concentration for solutions below
the saturation limit, an absorbance reading of a saturated solution yields the concentration of
the solution and hence the solubility.

The test the apparatus, we measured the solubility of anthracene in supercritical CO2
at 35°C. Since literature data was available (Dobbs and Johnston, 1986; Kosal and Holder,
1987), the region of calibration was known in advance. The resulting solubility measurements
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are shown in Figure 5. Quite good agreement was obtained, confn'ming that the apparatus was
functional Solubility measurements were than made for PRODAN (6.propionyl-2-
dimethylaminonaphthalene), a spectroscopic probe molecule. We determined in our study of
carbazole and 7-azaindole in several SCF solvents that this apparatus is not suited to the
solubility measurement of highly soluble compounds with high extinction coefficients. These
compounds exceed the absorbance range of the apparatus before the solubility limit is reached.

ChromatographicTechnique to Study Solubility and Cosolvent Effects in SCF Solutions

Supercritical fluids (SCF's) have many special properties that make them ideal
candidates for separations; however, selectivities depend primarily on volatilities (Dobbs and
Johnston, 1987). One promising approach for manipulating selectivities is the addition of a
small amount of cosolvent to the SCF. For example, the solubility of salicylic acid increases
by more than an order of magni_lde in CO2 with 3.5 mo1% methanol relative to pure COz
(Foster, 1990). Nevertheless, current applications of cosolvent separations are both sparse and
empirical, largely because of a lack of experimental data and accurate models.

One reason that data are scarce is that conventional techniques to measure solubilities
in SCFs arc time-consuming and require large amounts of pure solute. The chromatographic
technique that we have developed to meastu'e solubilities and the effects of cosolvents in SCF
solutions is attractive because chromatograp,hic measurements are rapid, require little solute,
and inherently separate impurities from the solute.

Several previous researchers have used supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) to
make thermodynamic measurements in pure SCFs. Solubility isotherms for a solute in pure
solvents can be measured rapidly using SFC when an independently determined solubility point
for the solute is available at the same temperature (Smith et al., 1987; Battle ct al., 1990a,
1990b). Brown et al. (1987) measured stationary phase Henry's constants for several solutes
and correlated them with solute pro_es. This technique makes possible the measurement
of solubilities from retention data where no additional solubility data exist. Shim and Johnston
(1991) measured the distribution coefficients for naphthalene and phenanthrene between SCF
CO2 and a bonded octadecane liquid phase in addition to solute partial molar volumes and
enthalpies in the fluid phase.

The retention time of a solute depends upon how it is distributed between the mobile

phase (in this case, a SCl_ and the stationary phase, and is characterized by ki, the
dimensionless capacity factor

- t,-to (I)
to

wheretiistheretentiontimeofsoluteiandtoistheretentiontimeofasolutethatdoesnot
, interactwiththestationaryphase.Assumingthatequilibriumpartitioningofthesolutebetween

themobileandstationaryphasesisthesolemechanismofsoluteretention,thecapacityfactor
is related to the equilibrium distribution of the solute between the two phases by

a
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x r v r V s (2)
ki - Yt v s V _

where xi and_i are the mole fractions of component i in the stationary and fluid phases
respectively, v_ and _ are the molar volumes of the fluid and stationary phases, and _,Fand
Vs are the volumes of the fluid and stationary phases. The validity of this assumption is
discussed later.

The fugacity of the solute in the fluid phase, _, is

ff =y, #7P O) "

where _7 is the fugacity coefficient of solute i at infinite dilution and P is the pressure.
Assuming Henry's law is valid in the stationary phase gives

where Hi is the Henry's constant, At equilibrium, the fugacities are equal; substituting
equations (3) and (4) into (2) then gives

. /q//t vp vs
¢_1 Pvp V s (5)

The ratio vF_/v s depends on the column and should not vary significantly with column
conditions. To determine the fugacity of a solute along an isotherm at a series of pressures in
the fluid phase then requiresknowledge of Henry's constant at that temperature.

Besides equilibrium partitioning, other mechanisms of solute retention that must be
considered include adsorptionof the solute at the interface between the mobile and stationary
phases and interaction with active sites on the stationary phase support. These are very
difficult to quantify and areusually ignored when making thermodynamic measurements with
chromatography. Here, we use a comparison techniquethat cancels out the effects of retention
mechanisms other than bulk absorption.

In our work, we compare the retention of a solute at the same temperatureand pressuze
in the same column, but with different fluids as the mobile phase. Taking the ratio of equation
(5) for two different mobile phases (denoted by ' and ") gives

.I I I I vs#4,_ _ kt Hi vF" Vr ' vs (6)
.# # # I Vr# # I4_t k_ Hl vJ' vs Vs

Several simplifying assumptions may be made. First, because the volume of the mobile phase
' is mach greater than the volume of the stationary phase in a capillary column, swelling of the

station_ary_phasehas negligible effect on VF, thus it can be considered constant. Second, the
rau.'ovS/Vs, or the total number of moles in the stationary phase, should not depend greatly
upon the mobile phase.
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The third and key assumption is that Henry's constant for a solute is not altered by the
changes in composition of the mobile phase. Several researchers have measured significant
absorption of cosolvents into stationary phases (for example, Yonker and Smith, 1990;
Strubinger et al., 1991). It has been proposed that the cosolventlcovers up active sites on the
column; this would cause the solute to be retained less thus decreasing the retention time (Levy
and Ritchey, 1985). However, later studies have demonstrated that the increase in solvating
power of the fluid upou addition of the cosolvent is primarily responsible for the decrease in
retention implying that the stationaryphase environment around the solute is unaffected by the

. cosolvent (Berger and Deye, 1990; Crow and Foley, 1991). Our work also seems to indicate
that the mobile phase solvent strength is the primary factor.

After making these assumptions, equation (6) becomes

--- = (7)
_11 H I

1'1"

The ratio of the molar volumes should be near unity and can be estimated from an equation
of state, from experimental data, or from the tOand flow rate measurements.

At saturation

Yt 4_i- (s)
_I I _lalII

IfthesolubilitiesofthesoluteintheSCFs arelow (asistypicallythecase),itisr_asonable
toassumethattheratiooffugacitiesatthesolubilitylimitsisthesame asthatatinfinite
dilution.Ifso,then

._p= Y_ = ..__ (9)
! l!

y,

where tp is the cosolvent effect; i.e., the relative increase in solubility at some P and T that
comes about when the SCF is modified with cosolvent. To obtain the absolute solubility of
the solute in the cosolvent solution using this technique, it is necessary to know the solute
solubility in the pure SCF.

Infinite dilution fugacity coefficients are a more useful measure of solution
thermodynamics than solubilities for theoretical techniques of studying solutions such as
statistical mechanics or computer simulations. Solute-solute interactions are eliminated at
infinite dilution, thus nonidealities under these conditions are due solely to solute-solvent

, interactions. This approach separates the problem of determining intermolecular forces from
the problem of adding the forces.

For our measurements to be meaningful, the pressure drop across the column must be
' small. In our experiments, we used capillary columns with estimated pressure drops ranging

from 0.2 bars, at a column pressure of 90 bars, to 0.9 bars when operating at 350 bars. In
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addition to small pressure drops, capillary columns have fewer active sites than packed
columns.A schematic of the supercritical fluid chromatograph used is shown in Figure 6. We
first carried out experiments to check the validity of this technique which involved comparing
our results with cosolvent effects reported in the literature. Figure 7 shows the cosolvent effect
for anthracene at 35° C in CO2 with 3.5 mol% methanol added. Our results agree well with
those of Dobbs and Johnston (1987), As expected, because there are no s_ic interactions,
the cosolvent effect for nonpolar anthracene is modest. Note that in addition to changing the
polaritY/lmlarizability characteristics of the fluid, the addition of eosolvent at constant
temperature and pressure usually increases the density of the fluid. Both of these changes, in
the absence of other factors, will generally tend to increase the solubility of large solute
molecules.

Figure 8 shows the cosolvent effect for 2-naphthol under the same conditions; again our
results are consistent with those of Dobbs et al. (1987). In this case, where 2-naphthol and
methanol are capable of hydrogen bonding with each other, the cosolvent effect is much larger.
We were not able to measure the cosolvent effect at the higher pressures because the fluid
mixture became such a good solvent for 2-naphthol that it was essentially unretained in the
column.

A variation of looking at eosolvent effects is measuring the ratio of solubilities of a
solute in two different fluids; that is, a solvent effect. In Figure 9, the ratio of 2-naphthol's
solubility in ethane to its solubility in CO2 is plotted versus pressure at 50° C. Our results
agree well with the literature (estimated from Schmitt and Reid, 1986) despite nearly an order
of magnitude change in the ratio. Note that the solvent effect goes from greater than one to
less as pressure is increased; this indicates a crossover in the solubility isotherms.

INTERMOLECULAR INTERACTIONS

The inadequacy of standard equation of state models for SCF solutions may result from
the dependence of much of the macroscopic behavior in the highly asymmetric SCF solutions
on strong or specific interactions. In this situation, clear understanding of the molecular
attractions and repulsions is especially important. Spectroscopic investigations yield insight into
the strength of these interactions, and are therefore of fundamental importance when attempting
to develop an equation of state that represents SCF solutions with meaningful parameters.

In addition, experimental, theoretical, and computational investigations in SCF solutions
suggest that molecular interactions in SCF solutions have led to a growing body of evidence
suggesting that in highly asymmetric supercritical mixtures the local environment surrounding
solute molecules can differ considerably different from the bulk (Kim and Johnston, 1987 a,b;
Johnston et al., 1989b; Brennecke and Eckert, 1989 a,b; Brennecke et al., 1990 a,b; Yonker
and Smith, 1988, Debenedetti, 1987, Petsche and Debenedetti, 1989; Cochran and Lee, 1989,
Wu et al., 1990). These highly asymmetric systems, typical of systems found in SC.,
applications to coal processing, are characterized by large solute molecules having a relatively
large characteristic interaction energy, dissolved in a smaller, more weakly interacting solvent.
Much of the evidence suggesting that the local and bulk environment differ significantly in
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SCF solutions has bee collected spectroscopically.
Fluorescence spectroscopy was our analytical method of choice for two reasons. First,

one can detect the dillite solutions typical of SCFE of heavy organic hydrocarbons, which is
often a limitation in absorption. Second, fluorescence spectra are very sensitive to the local
solvent environment _nd this is the region that we were trying to probe (Brennecke and Eckert,

- 1989b). In fluoresce hce spectroscopy the dilute sample is irradiated with the appropriate

molecules fluoresce When they emit photons and lose energy baci¢aow_ to me grouna s tc.
The fluorescence spectra are relatively insensitive to the exact wavelength of excitation because
even if they are promoted into a higher excited vibrational level in the excited electronic state,
they quickly lose energy in radiationless processes to the lowest vibrational level before they
fluoresce (Lumb, 1978).

SOLUTE/SOLVENT INTERACTIONS

Solute/solvent interactions were studied in dilute solutions of pyrene in supercritical
fluids fluoroform (CF3H), ethylene (C2H4), and carbon dioxide using the fluorescence
apparatus shown in Figure 10. Many polycyclic aromatics fluoresce in the ultraviolet-visible
range and pyrene kt particular has a very high quantum yield. Its spectrum has been well-
documented and it has been used extensively as a probe of solvent environments. The solvents
have convenient critical temperatures near ambient: C_..2H4 (Te=9.2*C, Pe=50.4 bar), CF3H

(T¢=25.9°C, Pe=48.3 bar), and CO2 (T¢=31.1"C, P¢=73.8 bar). We explored the slightly
supercritical region from about TR = 1.095 - 1.10 and PR = 1.01 - 2.00. This includes the
highly compressible region where the partial molar volumes are extremely large and negative.
Solute concentrations were relatively dilute, ranging from 3 x 10-8 to 1 x 10" mole fraction.

The characteristic of the fluorescence spectra that we shall use is unique to some

nonfunctional polycyclic aromatics in which the intensity of a forbidden transition is used as
a measure of the strength of solute/solvent interactions. The intensity of the forbidden
transition can be an exceedingly sensitive measure of the solute/solvent interactions. It is

particularly well-documented for pyrene in a wide range of liquid organic solvents. The
enhanced band in pyrene is the transition from the lowest vibrational state of the excited
electronic state to the lowest vibrational state of the ground electronic state (the 0-0 transition).
Nakajima (1971) studied the fluorescence spectra of pyrene in various solvents and attributed
the enhancement in the 0-0 transition to the reduction of molecular symmetry in the field of
surrounding solvent molecules or to the distortion of the _-electron cloud by the environmental
perturbation. The 0-0 band (designated 11)is symmetry forbidden. In contrast, the third peak
(I3) for fluorescence is strong and allowed and relatively solvent-insensitive (Kalyanasundaram
and Thomas, 1977). The ratio I1/13 is a measure of the local solvent environment because the

, mechanisms for the disruption of the symmetry mentioned above are nearest-neighbor or ftrst-
shell interaction and h_.sbeen well-documented in various organic liquid solvents (Dong and
Winnik, 1982; 1984).

• . Not only does the nature of the solvent (dipolarity, polarizability, acidity, basicity) affect

I1/I3, as shown by Kalyanasundaram and Thomas (1977) and Dong and Winnik (1982; 1984),
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but the solvent density changes I1/I3 (lower densities give lower values of I1/I3). Clearly, at
a reduced temperature of 1.01, one would have to take into account the strong possibility of
local densities that are different than the bulk density in the highly compressible region where
the partial molar volumes are very large and negative. However, at temperatures further
removed from the critical point, where the compressibility is relatively low and free of
anomalies, a plot of I1/I3 versus bulk density for a particular solvent might be a good measure
of the effect of density on the ratio. We shall use this concept later to determine local
densities.

Ii/I 3 ratios are shown in Figures 11 and 12 for pyrene in C2H4 and CF3H. In all cases,
I1/I3is higher nearer the critical point when two temperatures at constant density are compared.
This indicates much stronger solute/solvent interactions closer to the critical point. For
instance, in Figure 12, the ratio 11/I3 is plotted versus bulk solution density for a 3 x 10.7 mole
fraction solution of pyrene in SCF fluoroform at 30°C and 50°C. The critical temperature of
CF3H is 26°C so the upper curve is closer to the critical point. The two curves seem to merge
at higher pressure, where the compressibility is low and the solvent is very dense. This is what
one might anticipate, because at those pressures the solution is at liquid-like densities and the
solution is out of the region of large negative partial molar volumes where clustering is most
likely to occur.

As mentioned previously, I1/I3 is a strong function of solve.at density, lt could be
considered measures of local density about the solute, based on the discussion of the
mechanisms of forbidden band enhancement. Some clustering may occur even at temperatures
far removed from the critical point; in fact, even in attractive liquid mixtures the ftrst shell
solvent density is somewhat greater than the bulk density. However, the data at a temperature
20-30°C from the critical temperature are the best measures available of the effect of solvent
density on I1/I3. Such is the case for the higher temperature curves in Figures 11 and 12. The
relationship appears to be somewhat linear; however, we know of no theoretical justification
for such a fit. In Figure 12, for instance, the lower solid line is a linear least squares fit of the
low compressibility points of the I1/13ratio of pyrene in SCF CF3H; i.e., the data at 50°C. It
follows that a measure of the density enrichment of the 30°C points that are above the line can
be obtained by moving horizontally to the line and reading the density. For instance, the local
density at point A (bulk density 0.008 grnol/cc) may actually be like the local density at the
bulk density at point B, 0.013 gmol/cc. Using this method, we determined a measure of
solvent density enrichment or augmentation of pyrene in C2H4, and CF3H. The augmented
density is the local density increase over that which would exist without clustering in an
equivalent normal liquid of that bulk density. In these experiments the local density is as much
as 2 1/2 times the bulk density. At these conditions the local density is less than at very high
pressures (i.e., 1000 psi or more above the critical poin0 but still very liquid-like in nature.

Even more dramatically, the lower temperature isotherms (nearer the critical
temperature) return to the higher temperature lines at very low densities as seen in Figures 11

, and 12. These low density data are at conditions where the compressibility is sm'tiler than at
slightly higher pressures. The compressibility correlates very well with the infinite dilution
partial molar volume so these points are in the same region where _2"*is beginning to sharply
decreasing and, subsequently, at a state where one would anticipate less clustering. We
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demonstrate that the clustering does indeed diminish at lower compressibilities in Figures 13
and 14, where the augmented density (local density increase over that in a normal liquid of
equivalent bulk density) is shown with the isothermal compressibility for pyrene in supercritical
C2H 4 and CF3H. These values are the difference between the low temperature data points and
a linear fit of the higher temperature points. It appears that the highest augmented densities
correspond reasonably well with the highest isothermal compressibility fer fluoroform. For

• ethylene, the compressibility maximum is at a somewhat higher density than the experimental
augmented density maximum. The ethylene data are taken at a temperature closer to the
critical temperature than CF3H so there is more experimental uncertainty in those data, as
shown by the considerable scatter in the points in Figure 14. As a result, we believe that
further investigations are needed to make conclusive statements about the apparent link
between the augmented density and the solvent isothermal compressibility. Invariably, any
relationship between augmented density and isothermal compressibility will break down
arbitrarily close to the critical point because the solvent compressibility diverges while the
augmented density, by its nature, is a finite quantity. Nonetheless, these data indicate that
clustering decreases at lower densities where the compressibility decreases, confn'ming that
clustering is most important in the region of high solvent compressibility.

Recent results of molecular dynamics simulations also indicate significant local density
enhancement of solvent molecules around solute molecules in SCF solutions. Direct
comparison of molecular dynamics results and fluorescence spectroscopy measurements
provides the unique opportunity to improve both the interpretation of specu_oscopicdata and
the modelling of solute/solvent interactions in SCF solutions. A direct comparison of local
density enhancement in SCF solutions as measured by fluorescence spectroscopy and molecular
dynamics simulation yields qualitatively comparable results.

The system studied for this comparison was pyrene in supercritical CO2, at reduced
temperatures of 1.02 and 1.14. As previously discussed, the effects of local solvent
environment can be quantified using a ratio of pyrene's fluorescence peaks, I1/I3. The choice
of experimental systems is also limited by constraints on the complexity of the intermolecular
potential used in the molecular dynamics simulation. Pyrene, a relatively uncomplicated probe
of solute/solvent interactions, satisfies the criteria of both experiments. The system
temperatures were chosen based on the desire to study intermolecular interactions near the
critical point (TR=I.02) and the need for a high temperature reference state (TR=I.14) in
calculating local density from pyrene fluorescence. The upper temperature, TR=I.14, is the
highest temperature for which densities comparable to supercritical fluid densities can be
obtained in the fluorescence experiment within the range of allowable pressures.

As previously discussed, the same value I1/I3 corresponds to the _ame local density
around the solute molecule, assuming that I1/13is a function of density. Taking the higher
temperature as a reference state, the local density enhancement is the difference between the
apparent density at TR=I.02 and the bulk density. This is determined graphically as the

, horizontal distance from the lower temperature data to the linear fit of the high temperature
data. "/he density enhancement at TR=I.02 determined by this method is shown as the local
density/bulk density versus the bulk density in Figure 15.

" The molecular dynamics simulations, which are computer-based experiments, are the
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work of Pablo Debenedetti and Irena Petsche at Princeton University. The pyrene/CO 2solution
was modelled as a Lennard-Jones fluid using standard mixing rules. The average of the
correlation function was determined directly from the simulation '_0r one pyrene molecule in

about 1000 CO2 molecules. The number of solvent molecules around a solute molecule is
calculated by integrating the average cot:elation function over an arbitrary volume around the
solute molecule. For the purposes of this study, the integration volume is the tiiameter of one
CO_.molecule away from the outer edge of the pyrene molecule, as given by the Lennard-
Jones molecular distance parameters. The choice of integration volume affects the absolute
value of the calculated density enhancement, but does not affect the qualitative results. The
local density enhancement, given as the local/bulk density versus bulk density, is significant
at TR-1.02, as shown in Figure 15. Local density enhancement is also obsen_ed at TRffil.14,
suggesting that the effect of solute/solvent "charisma" measured from fluorescence spectroscopy
is actually greater than observed due to our constrained choice of a high temperature reference.

The local density enhancement around a pyrene molecule in supercritical CO2 as
measured by fluorescence spectroscopy and molecular dynamics simula,tions are very
comparable, as shown in Figure 17. The highly satisfactory agreement between these methods, ,
subject to quali_ttiv_ interpretation, shows great promise for an improved understanding at a
molecular level of SCF solutions. Through the comparison of solute/solvent interactions in
SCF solutions as measured by significantly different techniques, opportunities exist to improve
the interpretation of both the flu_,,-'escencespectroscopy data and the mole_cular dynamics
simulation. Better data lead to improved theory. In this way, these results are significant to
our modelling work.

SOLUTE/SOLU'I_ INTERACTIONS

Solute/solute interactions were investigated through the spectra of excimers, or excited
state dimers, in pyrene/SCF systems. Even in liquid solutions, as the concentration of pyrene
is increased, the normal fluorescence quantum efficiency dea'eases, with the corresponding
formationof a broad structureless band at longer wavelengths. Extensive studies revealed this
to be an excited 1:1 timer of pyrene in a planar _xrangement. Although other polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons form excimers, the particularly high excimer quantum efficiency of
pyrene makes it an ideal probe of solute/solute interactions in SCF's. While excimers are not

dimers in the sense of a ground state cOmPeleX,their existence does indicate that there is
sufficient interaction in the approximately 10 second lifetime of the excited state to form the
excited state complex.

The purpose of this study is to show the importance of solute/solute interactions in SCF
mixtures. Indeed, we observe the formation of pyrene excimers even at extremely low

concentrations in SCF CO2, C_H4, and CF3H; Figure 18 shows the spectra of pyrene in SCF
ethylene at two concentrations. At a mole fraction of just 5.5 x 10"6 significant excimer
formation takes place, even at high pressures away from the critical point. This mole fraction
corresponds to approximately a 5 x 10"5Molar solution. To obtain a similar level of excimer
fofination in liquid cyclohexane requires a 2 x 10.3 Molar solution. One would expect the
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excimer formation to be controlled by diffusion. According to the Einstein-Smoluchowski
diffusion theory, the rate should be proportional to the diffusion coefficient, or inversely

! proportional to the solvent viscosities. This has been confmned for pyrene in liquids at high
pressures. However, the viscosity of cyclohexane at room temperature is 0.88 cp and the
viscosity of SCF CO2 at 150 bar and 35 °C is 0.074 cp. Thus, this could account for a twelve

• fold increase in excimer formation, but not the forty fold increase observed. It would appear
that solute/solute interactions are even more pronounced in asymmetric SCF solutions than in
normal liquids.

. The solute/solute interactions are important because a large fraction of the solute
molecules fluoresce as excimers. In fact, assuming equivalent quantum efficiencies of the
normal and excimer fluorescence leads to an estimate of about 50% of the solute molecules

fluorescing as excimers in a solution at a concentration of just 8 x l0 "6,as shown in Figure
19. Note the increase in the excimer formation at the low bulk densities, which are nearer the
critical point. This is most likely due to the dramatically increased diffusivity in the immediate
vicinity of the critical point and not to any additional increase in solute/solute interactions.
However, the large fraction of molecules fluorescing as excimers strongly suggests that the
common practice of neglecting solute/solute interactions in models of SCF phase equilibria
when the solute concentration is below 1-2 mole % is unsubstantiated, and that our concept
of infinite dilution in SCF's may need to be reevaluated.

INTEIhMOLEC.,,,UL..ARINTERACTI,ONS IN COSOLVENT SOLUTIONS,

In addition to solute/solvent "charisma" we have previously studied, understanding
solu,c/solute and solute/entrainer interactions is very important in the development of a model
for all types of practical SCF systems. We have extended our fluorescence spectroscopy
technique to the study the entr',tinersystems naphthalene/triethylamine/CO2 and 2-naphthol
derivatives/alcoholorwatercosolvents/CO2 .

Naphthalene/TEACO2. Aminescan quenchthenormalfluorescenceof aromatic
hydrocarbonsbyformingfluorescentexciplexes,whichresultinthe'appearanceofared-shifted
broad,structurelessband.Inparticular,triethylamineeffectivelyquenchesthefluores:enceof
naphthal,'uesolutionsinliquidcyclohexane.IntermsofSCF solutions,thenaph_aleneand
triethylaminerepresentthe"solute"and"entrainer"respectively,andtheexciplexformationcan
bca measureoftheinteractionbetweenthesoluteandentrainerinthehighlycompressible

SCF region.
The normal fluorescence and exciplex formation were recorded for lx10 "5mole fraction

naphthaleneandflarecconcentrationsoftriethylamine(0.06mole%, 0.14mole%, and0.27
mole%,correspondingtoapproximately0.005to0.05Molar)insupercriticalCO 2at35°Cand
50°Candpressuresfrom74 to140bar.Allexperimentsweresufficientlyremovedfromthe
scaling region, yet some were within the area believed to exhibit the dramatically increased
local densities or charisma. Care was taken to remain within the one phase region.

As in previous experiments with pyrene, the results are interpreted in terms of intensity
' ratios. For naphthalene, the strength of the solvent interaction is given by the ratio of the first

peak to the more stable fourth peak. The plots of Ilfl 4 as a function of bulk density for four
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triethylamine concentrations (0.0 to 0.27 mole %) are shown in Figures 20 and 21 for 350C
and 50°C respectively.

Both solvent and triethylamine would be expected to affect the I1]I4 ratio. In fact, the
dramatically decreasing bulk solvent density is the likely cause of the lower I1/I4 values at
lower bulk densities. At 35°C, the ratio increases with increased triethylamine mole fraction
at ali bulk densities, even though the bulk concentration (Molarity) of triethylamine goes down
with the decreasing bulk density. The net effect is that at lower bulk densities, nearer the
critical point, the presence of triethylamine may contribute a greater fraction of the interactions
that disrupt the symmetry and allow the transition to take piace. Conversely, at 500C the
presence of more triethylamine does not seem to have a significant effect on the ratio. These
data are entirely consistent with previous suggestions that the local composition is enriched
with the entrainer, especially in the region where the compressibility is high, near the critical
point.

The steady state fluorescence measurements showing exciplex formation in the system
naphthalene/triethylamine(TEA)/CO 2 indicate a substantial pressure effect on the rate constant
for exeiplex formation in the near critical region. Using a proposed mechanism for the
fluorescence of naphthalene in the presence of triethylamine (Van and Hammond, lO78), the
ratio of quantum yields in the presence and absence of TEA can be related to the rate constants
and concentration of triethylamine. The quantum yield can be estimated by the area under the
fluorescence peak and in Figure 22 the ratio of normal fluorescence area of naphthalene
without and with trieth:,lamine is shown as a function of TEA concentration at 350C.

In the thermodynamic framework of transition state theory the rate of a bimolecular
reaction will be a function of pressure, given by

a Ink=_ Av"IRT
8P

where Av_ is the activation volume, given by the difference in partial molar volumes of the
transition state and the substrates. In the mechanism, the only bimoleeular reaction is the

p formation of the exciplex from an excited naphthalene molecule and a TEA molecule with rate
constant k3 and the difference in partial molar volumes may be significant so we will
concentrate our efforts on this reaction. Unfortunately, the data do not give the pressure

dependence of k3 but rather that of a complicated ratio of rate constants. However, with the
assumption that only k3 depends on pressure, the natural logarithm of the slopes in Figure 22
is just the logarithm of k3 plus a constant and therefore i)(ln(slopes from Figure 1))/_P should
be proportional to -Av_. The quantity _(ln k3 + Constant)/_P was determined numerically from
the values in Figure 22 and is plotted as a function of pressure in Figure 23 for 350C. Notice
the sharp peak which is in the highly compressible region nearer the critical point.

The activation volume can be estimated with an equation of state by calculating the

' partial molar volumes of substrates and complex. We used the Peng-Robinson equation to
estimate the equation of state contribution to the partial molar volumes and also included a
term due to electrostriction of the solvent about the substrates and complex. Calculated
activation volumes are shown in Figure 24 for 35°C and 50°C. The contribution of the
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electrostriction term is overwhelming and causes the activation volumes to be large and
negative, especially in the compressible region at 35°C. Since/) In k3/0P is proportional to the
negative of the activation volume, the calculations predict a large positive pe,nk in 0 In k3/0P
in the region of highest compressibility which is in remarkable agreement with the

• experimental data. This analysis suggests that taking the pressure effect on the reaction rate
is not only appropriate but also necessary when looking at reactions in highly compressible
SCF's.

2-Naphthol Derivatives/Cosolvent SCF Systems. Another probe of local compositions
around a solute, proton transfer from 2-naphthol was chosen since it has been shown to be
sensitive to solvent structure in liquids. Naphthols are useful probe molecules due to the large
change in acidity of the proton upon excitation (Ireland and Wyatt, 1976). The pKa of 2-
naphthol is approximately 9.5 in the ground state and 2.7 in the excited state making it a fairly
strong photo-acid (Tsutsumi and Shizuka, 1980). The solvent effect on proton transfer is
shown schematically in Figure 25, where the solvated neutral naphthol is the most stable
species in the ground state. However, with the correct solvent structure in the excited state,
the proton may be solvated and the naphtholate anion may become more stable. This
stabilization of the anion species in solution is sensitive to the orientation of solvent around
the solute as determined from studies in liquid solvents (Lee, et al., 1985). The dissociation
of 2-naphthol is specific for water and is apparently independent of the dielectric constant of
the solvent (Huppert, et al., 1982). Finally, a random walk solvation model which incorporates
the probability of forming water clusters of specific sizes around the naphthol implies that a
minimum cluster size of four water molecules is required to facilitate proton transfer (Lee, et
al., 1986).

In supercritical fluids, the possibility of local composition enhancements of cosolvent
about a solute suggests that we should see enhancement of anion fluorescence if the water
cosolvent clusters effectively about the 2-naphthol solute. Although in liquids the water
concentration must be >30% to see anion emission, the higher diffusivity and density
fluctuations in SCF's could allow stabilization of the anion at much lower water concentrations

provided that the water molecules provide sufficient structure. Therefore the purpose of these
experiments was to investigate 2-naphthol fluorescence in supercritical CO2 with water
cosolvent in the highly compressible region of the mixture to probe the local environment
about the solute.

Experiments were carded out in supercritical CO2 with 0.003 mole fraction water at 35
and 50.C over a range of pressures which corresponded to specifically chosen density values.
Our objective was to sample the regions above and below the critical density through the
region of high compressibility since this is the region where maximum cosolvent composition
enhancement would be expected.

The effect of water cosolvent on the emission of 2-naphthol is shown in Figure 26.
a

There is some loss of fine structure but no detectable peak in the 400-500 nm range indicative
of the anion species. This lack of anion emission is likely due to the low concentration of

. water in the solution, and since the concentration is limited by the water/CO2 phase equilibria
there is a need for a more sensitive probe.

Cyano-naphthol is a more sensitive probe to water due to its increased excited state)
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acidity. An additional benefit of cyano-naphthol as a proton transfer probe is that the anion
species is present in pure alcohols; not only will the probe be more sensitive to water but we
may also observe proton transfer for CO2 doped with methanol, which has a much higher
solubilitythan water.

The effectofwater(0.003molefraction)andmethanol(0.02molefraction)cosolvents
ontheemissionof5CN2N isshowninFigure27.Forthisprobethereiscompletelossoffmc
structure,asignificantredshiftintheneutralemissionwithmethanolcosolvent,butagain,no
detectableanionemission.

The redshiftofthe5CN2N emissionduetomethanolwas determinedrelativetothe

secondpeakinthepureCO 2.The shiftisshowninFigure28 fortwotemperaturesoverthe
rangeofdensitystudied.The reportedmixturedensitieswerefoundby multiplyingthepure
CO 2density(interpolatedfromIUPAC data)byacalculatedratioofmixturetopuredensity.
The ratiowas calculatedfromtheSoave-Redlich-Kwongequationof stateusinga binary

interaction parameter (k12) which had been fit to CO2 - methanol VLE data at the temperature
of interest. The parameters were 0.12 at 35 C and 0.14 at 50 C. Although the scatter in the
data is slightly larger than the estimated uncertainty, there appears to be no clear dependence
on either temperature or density which indicates that the thermodynamic properties of the
solvent have little effect on the cosolvent/solute interaction in this case.

We suggest the following possible reasons for the absence of anion emission in these
experiments: First, it is possible for water and methanol to form adducts with CO2 which might
inhibit their ability to solvate the proton. This possibility was checked using water as a
cosolvent in supercritical ethylene, which will not interact with water, data do not indicate
formation of an anion therefore solvent/cosolvent adducts are not a plausible explanation.
Second, perhaps the anion is being formed but is quenched very efficiently. The anion species
would be more susceptible to quenching than the neutral molecule. This possibility could be
investigated in principle with fluorescence lifetime studies, but this has not been done. It is
entirely possible that the anion emission is so weak as to be hidden tmdemeath the tail of the
neutral emission.

Finally, coupled with the phase equilibrium problem of concentrating the cosolvent,
perhaps the composition of cosolvent around the probe is not sufficient to facilitate proton
transfer. This implies that if the eosolvent is indeed "clustering" around the solute, there is
insufficient structural integrity to solvate the proton.

Computer simulation visualizations (Petsche and Debenedetti, 1989) of local density
augmentation show that the "clustering" is a dynamic process, with solvent molecules
interchanging fairly rapidly in close proximity of the solute. Calculated viscosities are slightly
higher in the region around the solute, and the diffusivity in SCF's is approximately two orders
of magnitude greater than in liquids. Also, even with local density augmentation, the local

, density at the surface of the solute molecule is enough less than that in a liquid to create a very
substantial increase in free volume, with a concomitant decrease in structure. If this is the

case, a more sensitive probe molecule is needed to observe local composition enhancement.
• There are a number of experiments using the proton transfer mechanism which may yet

yield information regarding local compositions. A more polar solvent such as fluoroform may
be able to support the proton in solution more easily than the nonpolar solvents. Conversely,
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since information about the solute environment is desired, the real challenge is identifying
probe molecules that are both sensitive to the small amounts of cosolvent and follow relatively
simple photophysical kinetics.

Q

Chemical-Physical Modelling of Molecular Charisma and Cosolvent Effects

Developing an equation of state (EOS) that models PVT and solubility behavior
accurately in supercritical fluids (SCF's) is challenging; most models give quantitative results
only when several adjustable parameters are introduced. Nevertheless, accurate models are
vital to the design and evaluation of supercritical fluid processes. There is a pressing need for
a better understanding of the molecular level interactions in supercritical fluid solutions.

In the presence of cosolvents, solubilities of solutes may increase an order of magnitude
or more relative to the pure SCF. In many cases, this increase cannot be explained solely by
dispersion forces; there must be specific interactions between the solute and cosolvent, such
as hydrogen bonding or charge transfer co:nplex formation. Specific interactions are usually
strong and saturable, and result in the formation of compounds. The commonly used cubic
EOS's are based on mean field attrac_ve interactions that are modest and nonsaturable; thus,
they cannot account for specific interactions.

Chemical models, which date from the early work of Dolezalek (1908), invoke the law
of mass action but have generally found less favor than physical models. They are more
specific and some knowledge _f the chemistry of the solution is necessary to apply them.
Furthermore, they are substantially more complex mathematically, especially as solutions go
from binary to multieomponent, and the parameters are more difficult to determine. Pure
chemical models do not address the physical interactions between molecules, which are often
equally as important as chemical interactions.

In this work, we couple a simple cubic EOS with a chemical term that can describe
specific interactions. Depending on the nature of the chemical term, it can introduce several
new adjustable parameters. Here, we reduce the number of modeling parameters by using a
group contribution tecl'azique to linearize the Gibbs energy of formation of compounds in
solution. Further, we discuss the possibility of predicting the model parameters by using
spectroscopic measurements or properties of the interacting molecules. Next, we apply the
model to supercritical fluid solutions. Not only can an association model be applied to
cosolvent solution, but it may be used to describe clustering of the solvent molecules around
the solute in the critical region.

A chemical term was developed for solvation of species in solution. However, first we
shall discuss briefly the components of an EOS. A typical EOS is

, PF
- 1 * Zre, + Z_ (11)nRT

whi_reP is the pressure, V is the volume, n is the number of moles, R is the gas constant, T

is the temperature, and Zrep and Zatt are the contributions of repulsive and attractive
intermolecular forces, respectively, to the compressibility factor. Usually, the EOS contains
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at least two parameters, an energy parameter, a, and a size parameter, b. In a mixture, the
mixture parameters are related to the pure component parameters by mixing rules, commonly

' a,nu = _., _ ytyj(ataj)_ (1-k e) (12)
i j

,,

b_z -- _ ytbt (13)
I

where Yi is the mole fraction of component i and _is an adjustablebinary parameterusually
necessary to fit experimental data quantitatively, when i=j,

/qj = 0.
In general, in a solution consisting of components A and B with apparent composition

Ya and YB, a solvated species has the formula AiBj where i and j are integers from one to
infinity. In the presence of compound formation, the true mole fractions are different than the
apparent mole fractions; these are denoted by z,t and ze for the monomeric species A and B,
and zi. for the molecular complex AiB.. The apparent number of moles in solution is n0, and
the true number of moles xs ttr; the raUo nl/n o is indicative of the degree of solvation. When
nr/n o =1, there is no solvation; as solvation increases, n_n o decreases. If only 1:1 complexes
exist in solution, rv/n o --0.5 with complete solvation; however, if complexes with more than
two molecules form, rv/n o can be even smaller, approaching zero as an extreme case.

One of the decisions that must be made when developing a chemical model is which
compounds exist in solution. Determining the existence of compounds can be fairly
straightforward in some cases such as where interme_lic compounds areknown in some liquid
metal solutions (Hultgren et al., 1973); however, to date in supercriticalfluid solutions, there
areno data showing the existence of any particularcompound. This necessitates choosing the
compounds in solution either arbitrarilyor from estimates based on knowledge of solution
chemistry. Here, two models are developed: infinite solvation and 1:1 complex formation.

In the infinite solvation model, every species AiBj is assumed to exist and is at
equilibrium with the monomers

iA . jB -- A,B1 (14)

The equilibrium constant for this reaction, KU,is def'med as

_J __e_i (15)

where ¢ represents fugacity coefficients. When defined this way, Kid is dependent on
, temperature only. Because there arean infinite number of equilibrium reacUons occurring, this

introduces an infinite number of adjustable parameters to the model; thus, it is necessary to use
some means to reduce the number of parameters. Ideal chemical theory assumes that the
fugacity coefficients are unity, however this is not realistic in a supercritical fluid solution.
Determination of the fugacity coefficients requires a physical model, such as a cubic EOS
which in turn requires size and energy parameters for all of the species in solution. In
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addition, since the fugacity coefficients are a function of the true mole fractions, the problem
is highly coupled mathematically. These concerns are addressed below.

Here, the number of chemical parameters is reduced by adopting a group contribution
technique first employed by Howell et al. (1988). They observed that the Gibbs energy of
formation for liquid metallic compounds in a particular binary system is proportional to the
number of atoms comprising the compounds

g_ = (nx - 1) G (16)

where gx,f is the Gibbs energy of formation for compound X, and nx is the number of atoms
in X. G is then a single, adjustable parameter that can be used to determine all of the
equilibrium constants in a particular binary solution. We extend this treatment to a
sutmreridcal fluid solution by assuming that the Gibbs energy of formation of a complex of

molecules, A..rBj.is proportional to the number of molecules in the complex. With this
assumption, the equilibrium constants are

= exp O (.i+j-1)] (17)r,l JeT J /

thus reducing an infinite number of adjustable parameters to one.
Ikonomou andDonohue (1988) developed aninfinite equilibriamodel for their chemical

term, but stated that they assumed the equilibrium constants, ICi],were ali equal. However,
because of an errorin the mathematics, it turnsout that they inad_,ertentlylinearized the Gibbs
energy of formation of the chemical complexes so that the Ki/s were not equal.

Next, to reduce the mathematical complexity it is necessary to choose cm'efully the
equation of state parameters for the complexes and the mixing rules CdeidemannandPrausrtitz,
1976; Hu et al., 1984). A reasonable assumption for the EOS size parameter for A/Bj, b#, is
that it is the sum of the size parameters of the monomers in the complex; that is,

bU = iba +jb a (18)

where bA and bB are the size parameters for the monomeric species. When this is combined
with the usual mixing rule for size parameters, one obtains

that is, the size parameter for the solvated mixture is merely the product of the apparent size
parameterfor the mixture and the ratio no/nT.

The situation for the EOS energy parameter is somewhat more complicated. Heidemann
' and Prausnitz (1976), when looking at mixtures with one self-associating species, proposed that

the energy parameter for the j-mer be equal to fl where a is the energy parameter of the
. monomer. Hu et "al. (1984) found that this overestimates the effect of j on the energy

pm:ameter of the complex; however, the alternative is to add another adjustable parameter.
With this assumption, the mixing rule for the energy parameter, equation (12), shows that the
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mixture energy parameter is the product of the square of nr/n o and the apparent mixture
energy parameter, For our treatment of solvated solution, we adopt a parallel approach. The

energy parameter for species AiBj, ao, is

au ,. q(aaaa)_ (20)

where aA and as are the energy parameters for the monomers. Unfortunately, when this
expression is combined with the normal mixing rule for energy parameters, a very complicated
expression is the result. Instead, we shall use the same expression obtained by Heidemann and
Prausnitz

a_= n_°]2 [ya2aa + 2yay,(aaa,)_(1-kas) + y]a,] (21)
nr)

where k_ is the ubiquitous binary interaction parameter. Both of the mixing expressions
involve the apparent mixture parameters, which are easily calculated, and the ratio nT/no ;
addition of an inert (non-solvating) component to the mixture does not change this situation.

With these choices for the complex parameters and mixing rules there are two
propitious results. First, the ratio of fugaeity coefficients in the equilibrium expression does
not depend on the true mole fractions, greatly simplifying the mathematics. Second, upon
substitution of the new mixing rules into the equation of state it becomes

PV nr
._ = - + +z= (22)
noRT no

with apparent mixture parameters used in the EOS, Incredibly, the only effect of solvation on
the equation of state is the change in the ideal gas term.

Here, we use the Soave-Redlich-Kwong equation of state (SRK, Soave, 1972) for the
physical portio_aof the model. In a solvated solution, it is

p = nr RT _ a r .. (23)
no(v- b) v(v+ b)

wherev istheapparentmolarvolume.Withthischoice,theratiooffugacitycoefficientsin
theequilibriumexpression(15)canbedetermined(fordetailsofthis,seetheAppendixinHu

etal.(1984)).Upon substitutingequation(17)forKO andsolvingforz:j,oneobtains
ty .y-x> (24)

_y= z,_zB(cxK_)O

, where, for simplicity, ct and KAB have been def'med as

nrRT (25)IZ =

no(v-b)
and
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gAB -_X1D/-'-V_I ",_ (26)
_K/)

Three material balances can be written; the first is that the sum of the true mole fractions must
" be one

lm em

• . . . E E . ._.oy, (zT)
!-1 J.1 nT

Included here is the presence of a component (or components) I, present at apparent mole
fraction Yi, which does not participate in/.he solvation reactions. Next, balances for A and B
can be formulated

noxA=nr + _ t_ (28)
t.l j.t

with a similar balance for B. Upon using equation (14) for zq in the three balances, the infinite
sums converge and can be put into closed form easily

za zn ' no
= + Yl-- (29)

1 Za + zs + Kas u (1 -Kasz a a) (1 - K,taZna ) nr

xn n° = Zn + Kamtz za ze (31)
nr (I-Kaaaza) (I-KABIg_.B)2

Therearethreeequationsinthreeunknowns:thetruemolefractionsofthemonomericspecies,

za andzB,andthedegreerationl/n0. NotethatoccontainstherationT/nO.
In casessuchashydrogenbondinginsolution,itisprobablymore appropriateto

assumetheformationof1:1complexes
A + B ,_ AB (32)

with equilibrium constant KAB. This model is the same as the infinite equilibria model except
for the mass balances; for the binary model, they are

Z,i+ ZB + K_z,lzBt_+ n°Yl: I (33)
nr

t

noXa : nr(z a + KABZAT.Bft ) (34)
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noXn ffinr(Zn + KAnZaZsc_) (35)

The algorithm to solve the equation of state at given T, P, and y is to guess nT/no, solve
equation (13) for v, then solve the mass balances, giving a new guess of nT/n0 which can be
cheekeaifor convergence. Often, one wants to calculate solubilities from an EOS; this involves
guessing y, solving the EOS as described above, then calculating the fugacity of the solute in
the SCF phase and comparing it with the solid phase fugacity of the solute

P_ explvRT ) ffiz,cb,P (36) .

Wherepvap is the vapor pressure of the solute at 7', vm°t is its molar volume, and _ is the
fugaeity coefficient of the monomer determined from the EOS as follows

In_iffiln v +__ - I Inv+
v-bL,) nofv- b.c,Rr

(37)

, + b_,RT[ _ v - (v+b.¢,) _-_)

Iterationiscontinueduntilthefuga_:itiesareequalyieldingthesolubilitypredictedbytheEOS.

Now we examinetheuseof theinfiniteequilibriamodeltodescribe"molecular
charisma"ina solid-SCFsystemandthenthebinarymodeltoexaminecosolventeffectsin
supercriticalfluidsolutions.

Solid-SCFsystem.Throughprogressmade overthepastfewyears,itappearsthatthe
mokctdar-levelstructureofasupercriticalfluidisquitedifferentthanthatofaliquidoragas.
E_ental studies (Eckert et al., 1986b; Kajimoto et al., 1988; Brennecke et al., 1990a,b),
computer simulations (Petsche and Debenedetti, 1989), and direct calculations of pair
correlation functions (Cochran and Lee, 1989) indicate that the local density of solvent
molecules around a solute molecule can be significantly greater than the bulk density, a
phenomenon known as molecular charisma.

Debenedetti (1987) used a fluctuation analysis to derive an expression for the solute
inf.mi'tc dilution partial molar volume in terms of an actual cluster size of solvent molecules
around a solute. Cluster sizes determined in this way from experimental partial molar volume
data indicate as many as 100 solvent molecules around a solute in the highly compressible
region. Although the environment around the solute is quite dynamic (Tomasko et al., 1991),
it may be appropriate to treat the cluster as a sort of chemical complex. Because many solvent

i

, molecules and more than one solute molecule may be associated in such a cluster, the inf'mite
' equilibria model is most appropriate. Because the solubility of naphthalene in SCF CO2 is well

known, we modelled this system.
The pure component SRK parameters for CO2 were obtained from Morris and Turek
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(1986), who used vapor pressure and volume data to fit the temperature dependence of the
parameters. The parameters for naphthalene were determined from liquid vapor pressure data
(Fowler et al., 1968) using the normal SRK temperature dependence. The solubility data
modeled were those of Tsekhanskaya et al. (1964) which have been found by many subsequent
researchers to be accurate. In fitting the solubility data, the objective function that was
minimized was

i /f ffiE lY_-Y_ [ (38)
Y_

where Ycatcis the solubility calculated from the equation of state, and Yexpis the experimental
solubility. Usually, the optimized parameters were sensitive to the objective function.

Figure 29 shows the solubility of naphthalene in CO2 at 45° C along with the best fit
for the SRK EOS and the chemical-physical model. The average error for the SRK was 9.6%
compared with 8.6% for the chemical-physical model. The majority of the error was at the
lower pressures, nearer the critical region. This is not an entirely fair comparison, however,
as there was only one adjustable parameter for.the SRK (k/j = 0.121) versus two for the chem-

phys model (ko= 0.139 and Ki.F 2.08x10 "_psi'l) ' (Note that k represents a physical interaction
and K a chermcal one.) The small size of the improvement in the fit is partially explained by

the fact that kij and Kij in some ways represent the same phenomena, as explained below.
For asymmetric systems, such as those generally found in SCF solutions, the geometric

mean mixing rule for energy parameters overpredicts the cross energy parameter (Hudson and
McCoubrey, 1960). The binary interaction parameter, kly, is the deviation of the cross energy
parameter, a0, from the geometric mean Of the pure component energy parameters as and ai.
The larger that kij becomes, the less the physical attraction betw_n i and j becomes..On _..e
other hand, an increase in Kij, which also indicates the interaction ener .gy oetween _ anu j,
increases the attraction energy. This explains why kij is larger for the ehetmeal-physical model
than the pure SRK; as one "turns on" chemical interactions, the physical interactions must be

diminished. Note that for the pure SRK, kii is positive; this indic_e_sLthoa_ there is no large
specific interaction between CO2 and naphthalene. In any event, tram these parameters
adjust the interaction energy between unlike molecules, thus are not independent of each other.
If, instead of adding the equilibrium constant as a second adjustable parameter, a parameter
adjusting the cross size term is introduced, the errors in predicting the solubility for the COT
naphthalene system are reduced to 2.9%.

lt was also observed that ff the equilibrium constant was above a certain level,

depending on the highest pressures fit in the solubility isotherm, the chemical-physical model
did not converge. This was attributed to a "black-hole" type effect; as the density of the fluid
increased above a critical level, solvent molecules collapsed around the solute in tremendous
numbers, basically creating a solution with only a few, huge molecular complexes in it. It is
not known whether this is a true feature of the model, or if small errors due to truncation in
the computer became magnified into this effect.

Similar results were obtained for other nonpolar solutes; that is, relatively small
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improvements in fitting solubility data upon addition of a chemical term. lt appears that from
a computational point of view, it is better to add an adjustable size parameter rather than a
chemical equilibrium constant because it gives a better fit and is much simpler mathematically.
From a physical point of view, the advantage of a chemical term is that the potential exists for
the equilibrium constant to be measured from spectroscopic data as has been done for liquids
(Eckert et al., 1986a; Karachewski et al., 1989); in addition, _e temperature dependence of an
equilibrium constant has a theoretical basis contrary to _j. Nevertheless, it does not appearthat
a chemical term describes the physics of solvation of a nonpolar solute in a SCF better.

Cosolvent System. As discussed in previous chapters of this thesis, very large solubility
enhancements have been observed in SCF's in presence of cosolven_. Clearly, in some cases
this is due to specific interactions between the solute and cosolvent. Here we use the simple
binary equilibrium model (A+B-,AB) coupled with the SRK equation of state to examine
cosolvent effects.

As above, the EOS parameters for the SCF's were obtained from Morris and Turek
(1986). The cosolvent parameters were optimized to fit liquid vapor pressure data, and the

physical interaction parameter, kU, between the SCF and cosolvent was fit to VLE data, if
available, or set to 0.10 (the results of the model were not very sensitive to this parameter in
the pressure and temperature ranges studied). Because critical properties and liquid vapor
pressure data for the solutes were unreliable, the SRK a and b parameters for the solutes were
acquired by fitting them to solid-SCF data with kip0.10. The ki.] for the eosolvent-solute
interaction was set arbitrarily to 0.10.

We began by looking at the solutes carbazole and 2-naphthol in ethane with the
cosolvent ethanol. Both of these solutes are good hydrogen bond donors and the ethanol is a
good acceptor;, the reverse interaction is also possible in both eases, but less likely (Ekart et
al., 1992). The cosolvent effects for both of these solutes is large, making probable the
possibility of specific interactions. The data fit were at 50* C at pressure from 100 to 200
bars, and cos01vent compositions from 0.8 to 9.5 tool% ethanol.

The results for carbazole and 2-naphthol are shown in Figures 30 and 31; the model
does a fairly good job of fitting the carbazole data. On the other hand, the model significantly
overpredicts the cosolvent effect for 2-naphthol at the higher concentrations of ethanol. In both
cases, the cosolvent effects for the lower compositions tend to be underpredieted and the higher
compositions overpredicted. In other words, the composition dependence of the eosolvent
effect predicted by the model is too strong. This may be caused by a flaw in the model, but
there are other possibilities that are physically sound.

More than likely, not all of the cosolvent effect is due to the dispersion forces,
described by the physical EOS, and hydrogen bonding, described by the chemic_ term; there
are also dipole-dipole and dipole-induced dipole forces not described by the model. In
addition, we are uot including the self-association of the alcohols. As the alcohol concentration

, increased, more of it would be involved in hydrogen-bonds with itself, not available for the
solutes. Fin_.y, at lower concenu'ations of alcohol, it is possible that there is enhanced
composition of the alcohol in the solute environment relative to the bulk. If so, the equilibrium
constant would be overpredicted at the lower compositions during fitting.

The model was also used to correlate data for 2-naphthol and carbazole with other
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cosolvents. For the cosolvents 1,1,1-trichloroethane and 1,2-dibromoethane, the equilibrium
constants are very small or negative. (Of course, a negative equilibrium cpnstant has no
physical meaning, but it indicates that the physical kii is not large enough.) This is expected
as these cosolventshave no hydrogen bonding ability'. A purely physical model, such as the
SRK EOS, can fit the data for these cosolvents with reasonable parameters.

. Anthracene is a nonpolar molecule, not capable of donating or accepting protons. When
the chemical-physical model is applied to cosolvent effects for anthracene, the optimum
equilibrium constant is very small or negative in every case. Again, this indicates that in the

' absence of specific interactions, a typical cuoic EOS can fit cosolvent effects.

SUMMARY

Supercritical fluids show potential for a variety of coal processing applications. To
determine the phase behavior and provide a basis for modelling representative coal compounds
in SCF solutions, we have assembled a solubility database for these compounds in SCF's.
With the goal of developing an equation of state that models SCF solutions with chemically-
meaningful parameters, we have also investigated intermolecular interactions and cosolvent
effects in these systems.

We have extended the solubility database of model coal compounds in SCF solutions
to higher temperature, as well developing two novel techniques for measuring solubilities in
supercritical fluids. A modified UV-vis spectrophotometer is capable of solub_ty
determinations for UV active solutes over a large range of solubility limits. A rapid SCF
chromatographic technique was developed.to measure solubilities and cosolvent effects in SCF
solutions and was tested with nonpolar and polar solutes. Our results agree well with the
literature, suggesting that for these solutes the change in retention due to the presence of
cosolvent is attributable to interactions in the fluid phase.

From spectroscopic investigations we obtained information on molecular interactions
in SCF solutions that cannot be obtained from bulk phase properties. Threugh fluorescent
spectroscopy, we were able to probe solute/solute, solute/solvent, and solute/cosolvent
interactions in SCF systems. The I1/I3 ratios in the fluorescence spectra of pyrene in
supercritical ethylene, fluoroform, and carbon dioxide indicated much stronger solute/solvent
interactions nearer the critical point, suggesting that the local and bulk density around a solute
differ appreciably. A direct comparison of augmented densities in SCF carbon dioxide
determined by molecular dynamics simulation and fluorescence spectroscopy gave very
satisfactory results. The spectroscopic investigation of intermolecular interactions in the
naphthalene/triethylamine/CO 2 cosolvent system is also consistent with an enhanced local
composition around the solute molecule.

, The formation of pyrene excimers in SCF solutions, measured using fluorescence
spectroscopy, was used to study solute/solute interactions. From this study, it would appear
that solute/solute interactions are even more pronounced in asymmetric SCF solutions than in

• normal liquids.
We have used a proton transfer known to be sensitive to water as a mechanism to probe
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the eosolvent composition around a solute in supercritical fluids and discern any difference
between local and bulk concentrations. No proton transfer was observed from either 2-
naphthol or 5-cyaao-2-naphthol, presumably indicating insufficient smacture in the SCF to
_lvate the proton. Although significant cosolvent effects on the fluorescence emission were
observed, these appear to be independent of the thermodynamic variables.

Using our solubility database and knowledge of intermolecular Juteractions, we have
developed a simple chemical-physical model to describe solute-solvent and solute-eosolvent
interactions in SCF solutions. For solute-solute interactions, we used a new infinite equilibria
model based upon a linearization of the Gibbs energy of formation. It did not perform
significantly better than a pure physical model, but if chemical equilibrium constants can be
measured independently, there may be no need for adjustable parameters.

+
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Figure 13. Augmented Denstiy around Pyrene in Supercritical Ethylene Superimposed
on the Isothermal Compressibility of the Solvent



Figure14. AugmentedDenstiyaroundPyrene in SupercriticalFluoroformSuperimposed
on the IsothermalCompressibilityof the Solvent
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Figure 31. Cosolvent effect for 2-naphthol in ethane/ethanol at 50° C;
experiment and model.
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